
IN-DEPTH
JOURNAL



PLAN
FIND A VISION OR GOAL. BEFORE DECEMBER 17TH 

FIND AND CONTACT A MENTOR. BEFORE DECEMBER 20TH 

MAKE SURE MENTOR HAS COMPLETED NECESSARY FORMS. JANUARY
12TH

DO SOME RESEARCH ON EMBROIDERY. DECEMBER 31ST – JANUARY 10TH 

START FINDING STITCHES I WANT TO LEARN. JANUARY 3RD – JANUARY
10TH 

FIND FOUR TYPES OF PATTERNS THAT I WANT TO WORK ON AND TWO
TYPES OF FABRICS. BEFORE JANUARY 31ST 

BUY (MOST) NEEDED SUPPLIES. BEFORE JANUARY 31ST 

START LEARNING AND PRACTICING STITCHES. JANUARY 16TH – JANUARY
31ST 

START PRACTICING A CERTAIN GENRE AND COMPLETE A DESIGN FOR FIRST
MINI PROJECT. BEFORE JANUARY 31ST 

FINISH FIRST MINI PROJECT. FEBRUARY 6TH 

LEARN TO CARE FOR FINISHED PRODUCT. FEBRUARY 6TH 

START WORKING ON SECOND GENRE. FEBRUARY 7TH

FINISH AND CARE FOR SECOND PROJECT. FEBRUARY 28TH 

FINISH AND CARE FOR THIRD PROJECT. MARCH 21ST

FINISH AND CARE FOR FOURTH PROJECT. APRIL 11TH

FINISH FINAL PROJECT. MAY 22ND

COMPLETE A JOURNAL OF WHAT I HAVE LEARNT AND THIS JOURNEY. MAY
28TH



Journal #1: First Meeting With Mentor 2022-01-21

Supplies

Threads should be 6 strands twisted together, but you only

use three when embroidering.

Needle threaders are super helpful!

Using smaller hoops may be easier but it's a preference

thing.

Erasable fabric markers are helpful for free handing

designs.

it gives you more freedom that one you iron on

patterns.

E.g. cursive writing.

Fabric wise cotton is the best.

preferably 100% cotton.

Shopping

Michaels is most preferred because it has good quality.

if not the Dollar Store or Walmart works too.

Plans

Michelle will leave some homework for me to complete

which will align with my goals for projects and such.

For now, I will do some shopping and learn some basic

embroidery stitches. 

Michelle has sent some videos about basic stitches

with good explanations.

Once I've finished learning some stitches, I can begin my

first mini project.



Project #1: Practicing Stitches
Supplies

Any colour thread

Needle(s)

Fabric (100% cotton)

8 inch embroidery hoop

Bigger so I can fit more stitches

Marker to label stitches

Plan

Watch and follow along with the two videos Michelle sent.

If I want to learn more, find some tutorials myself.

Finish before January 31st

Outcome

Stiches:

Running Stitch

Easy, I knew this beforehand.

Split Stitch

Has a braided look, also simple, using more floss

strands will make the pattern more visible.

Backstitch

Easy, good for outlines and such.

Stem Stitch

Easy, pattern will look more visible with more floss.

Chain Stitch

Medium, thicker thread will make pattern pop.

Cross Stitch

Easy, good for details.



Project #1: Practicing Stitches Cont.
Satin Stitch

Medium, very good filler but takes a while, use

thick thread to make it easier.

Woven Spider Wheel

Pretty simple, can take some time though.

Lazy Daisy

Medium, single petals are easy, but one of my

flowers looked strange when put together. 

French Knot

Easy, but make sure to hold onto the string after

looping it around the needle or it'll fall apart.

Fly Stitch

Easy and straightforward.

Blanket Stitch

Easy once you know how to do the stitch.

Feather Stitch

Very similar to the fly stitch, seems confusing but

it's quite simple.

Fishbone Stitch

Very similar to satin stitch, use thicker threads so

it's less time consuming. Very good for leaves and

such.

Herringbone Stitch

Easy, it's like a bunch of running stitches.

Whipped Backstitch

Easy, basically the same as a backstitch.



Project #1: Practicing Stitches Cont.
Overall Comments

It was very fun learning new stitches, and I found a

"groove" doing it. Some stitches were easier than

others, and overall my practice ones were a little

messy but Michelle said I did quite well. My next

project aka my first mini project will be one with a floral

aesthetic.

Resources

https://www.youtube.com/c/CutesyCrafts

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=Pfd7I7M0akY&t=318s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11_udtynLtg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f58woIqfz3o

https://www.youtube.com/c/CutesyCrafts


Project #2: Flowers and Greens
Supplies

Threads

Colours: greens, pinks, reds, yellows, + any others I

plant to use.

Needles

6 inch hoop

Two pieces of fabric

One for practice

One for project

Erasable marker for designs

Plan

Look and follow along with the videos Michelle sent to me

Use practice fabric for this.

Once I feel comfortable with those designs start sketching

some ideas and check them with Michelle

Complete design before January 31st

Complete project before February 6th

Outcome

Flower Practice

Found it hard at first but I enjoyed it thoroughly

afterwards.

I made around 8 flower designs.

Some of them were more time consuming than others,

but I thought I did well for my first tries.

Michelle says that I should experiment with different

floss amounts + mix the floss to add some

excitement. 



Project #2: Flowers and Greens Cont.
Outcome

Final Piece

Flowers

Easy, the practice piece helped me get familiar

with those flowers and gave me options to choose

from.

Background

Kind of hard, I didn't want to fill the whole ground

but I still wanted something.

Bees

They look like Nemo in a way.

Once I added the wings they looked more bee-y

though.

Overall, I think this project might've been to simple,

going forward I will start incorporating my skills

together more.

What I Learned

Stem stitches and lazy daisy stitches are go to

stitches for floral designs.

French knots make great buds.

Mixing floss colours makes your flower more

interesting.

Feedback from mentor

Nice bees.

I'm progressing fast.

Try more thread thicknesses and mix colours.



Project #2: Flowers and Greens Cont.



Project #3: Letters and Words
Supplies

Threads

Needles

8 inch hoop

Two pieces of fabric

Erasable marker for words/letters

Plan

Practice some words.

Create a project with the techniques I learned.

Try to incorporate flowers into the design too.

Outcome

Practice

Good, some letters were harder than others.

Time consuming, but it's easier when you know the

stitches.

Cursive letters were easier, and I liked how they looked

more.

Use cursive for project. ^

Project

I chose to do a quote and add flowers

"no rain, no flowers."

Simple but the words were small which made it

difficult. It did end up being pretty fast though.

Overall pretty cute, used word to write it in cursive, but

it had a weird font so it looked strange. Added some

flowers too.



Project #3: Letters and Words



Project #4: New Fabrics
Supplies

Thread

Needles

Fabric (tulle)

Plan

Possibly make two projects with this.

First will be simple, testing the waters.

Next will be harder.

Use stitches I know for this project, not learning new

deigns, just working on new fabrics.

Finish March 21st.

Outcome

Project 1

Koi Pond.

Using two five inch hoops, make a 3D piece by

layering the hoops.

Started out hard, as I worked I found using more

threads bundled together was easier, especially

for rocks.

It was time-consuming but I love the final result.

Project 2

Sweater

Using a sweater I bought embroider some flowers

onto it.

Did two tries, first one was good, but in the wrong

place, other turned out better, a little off but still

cute.

Finding a place for the design was hard.





Project #5: Scenery
Plan

Practice trees and other things.

Make final project with watercolor for background.

Outcome

Watercolour was a hot mess.

I put too much water in the paint so it would bleed out

and dry too light.

When I realized my mistake it was too late.

Stitches were ok, the trees were rushed and I simply did

not like the overall look of them.

Not my best piece, I will be giving this mixed media idea

another try in my final piece though.


